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A striking property of speech perception is its resilience
in the face of acoustic variability (among speech sounds
produced by different speakers at different times,
for example). The robustness of speech perception
might, in part, result from multiple, complementary
representations of the input, which operate in both
acoustic –phonetic feature-based and articulatory –
gestural domains. Recent studies of the anatomical
and functional organization of the non-human primate
auditory cortical system point to multiple, parallel, hierarchically organized processing pathways that involve
the temporal, parietal and frontal cortices. Functional
neuroimaging evidence indicates that a similar organization might underlie speech perception in humans.
These parallel, hierarchical processing ‘streams’, both
within and across hemispheres, might operate on distinguishable, complementary types of representations
and subserve complementary types of processing.
Two long-opposing views of speech perception have
posited a basis either in acoustic feature processing or
in gestural motor processing; the view put forward
here might help reconcile these positions.
In speech perception, a stream of sound is decoded into a
meaningful utterance, apparently involuntarily. The
apparent automaticity belies the many stages of processing that must be invoked to extract speech-relevant
information from the stream of sound, to map this onto
stored representations and to combine these representations to derive the overall meaning. Recent studies in
macaque monkeys, as well as in humans, provide information about the processing stages required, the representations that might be used and the neural bases of
speech perception. Anatomical and neurophysiological
findings in monkeys support the idea of multiple, parallel
streams of processing in the primate auditory system [1]
(Box 1 reviews recent proposals concerning the functional
specialization of different auditory ‘streams’). Results of
functional neuroimaging studies provide evidence that
human speech perception might indeed be based on
multiple, hierarchical processing pathways, and that different kinds of representations could be preferentially
treated in these different ‘streams’ (such as acoustic –
phonetic features and articulatory gestures). Here, we
review recent work relevant to the neurobiological
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implementation of speech perception. The evidence suggests: (1) that existing concepts of functional specialization
for language in the brain need to be refined to accommodate evidence of anatomical and functional heterogeneity
within language areas; (2) that there are multiple parallel
and hierarchical processing systems for speech perception
in the brain; and (3) that these might use fundamentally
different representations. We consider speech as conceptually distinct from language, which, with its syntactic and
generative aspects and highly elaborated semantic structure, is likely to be unique to humans. By contrast, the
brain organization that supports the perception of speech
sounds as communicative acts is probably not unique, and
this phylogenetically older system must constrain the way
in which all aspects of language are neurally organized
and represented [2].
Anatomical and functional organization of the auditory
cortex
The incoming speech signal is probably highly processed
and re-coded by the time it reaches the auditory cortex,
given the complexity of the ascending auditory pathway
[3,4]. Although there is considerable ‘tuning’ in the
auditory system to the acoustic properties of speech, the
processing operations conducted in the relay nuclei of the
brainstem and thalamus are general to all sounds, and
speech-specific operations probably do not begin until the
signal reaches the cerebral cortex. The anatomical and
functional organization of the auditory cortex is still not
well understood, particularly in humans. Microelectrode
recordings can be undertaken only in rare circumstances
(e.g. during neurosurgery) [5], postmortem histological
material is difficult to obtain [6 –9] and in vivo tracer
studies in humans are currently not possible. Therefore,
the anatomical and functional organization of the human
auditory cortical system has to be largely inferred for
studies in non-human primates (Fig. 1). Primate cortical
auditory areas are conceptually organized into a ‘core’ of
primary-like auditory cortices (recipients of thalamic
input from the ventral medial geniculate complex,
predominantly) that project to a surrounding ‘belt’,
which is composed of several different cortical areas
[10 –18]. These core and belt areas display some functional
specificity: for example, tonotopy is seen in the core regions
that respond to pure tones, and differential responses to
noise bandwidths are seen running laterally across the
belt region [19]. Belt areas connect with lateral ‘parabelt’
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Box 1. Multiple streams of processing in auditory cortices and the speech perception system
The concept of multiple, parallel processing streams is well established
in other areas of cognitive neuroscience such as memory [a] and vision
[b]. In the visual domain, this classically includes a ‘what’ pathway,
which is crucial for object identification and extends anteriorly from
primary visual areas through ventral parietal and temporal-lobe
regions, and a ‘where’ pathway, which is crucial for object localization
and extends from primary visual areas through posterior parietal cortex
[b]. This view has subsequently been modified, such that the ‘where’
pathway is also considered to be a ‘how’ pathway, which is important
for the determination of egocentric object position and preparation for
visually guided actions (e.g. grasping) [c].
The framework of segregation of auditory anatomy into multiple,
parallel processing streams has been elaborated in the functional
domain with evidence from electrophysiological studies in primates.
Such studies indicate a functional dissociation between anterior and
posterior streams. A ‘what’ stream associated with vocalizations
(presumably subserving auditory object identification) involves the
anterior belt and parabelt, and anterior temporal and ventrolateral
frontal regions (analogous to the visual ventral pathway); a ‘where‘
stream for sound localization involves the posterior belt and parabelt,
and posterior temporal and dorsolateral frontal regions (analogous to
the visual dorsal pathway) [d – f]. (The middle zone of belt and parabelt,
which is between the anterior and posterior divisions, makes frontal
connections that overlap with both of the other two, suggesting the
possibility of a third stream of intermediate function [g].) Posterior
auditory regions have been shown to respond to spatial cues in primate
studies [f]. There is also considerable functional imaging data that
supports the existence of posterior temporal –parietal involvement in
the processing of auditory spatial information (i.e. a posterior ‘where’
system) [h –j], although the degree to which this might be purely spatial
has been disputed [k]. There is also functional imaging evidence for an
anterior ‘what’ stream in human speech processing [l].
Zatorre and Belin [m] suggest that the ‘dorsal’ route of processing,
which is posterior to the primary auditory cortex (PAC) (a ‘how’
pathway), might subserve perception of the evolution of a sound in time
– its spectral dynamics. This, in the context of vocalizations, would
correspond to changes in formant energy over time, which would reflect
the movement of the vocal apparatus. They further suggest that the
meaning of an utterance is extracted via this dorsal route, whereas the
‘ventral’ path (which runs anterior to PAC) allows identification of a
sound source (i.e. the speaker).
In a model of language processing, Hickok and Poeppel [n] place
prelexical processing of the speech signal in auditory cortices
bilaterally, and an interface between sound and meaning (which is

fields, and both belt and parabelt fields project to the
temporal, parietal and frontal lobes. Each of these regions
– core, belt and parabelt – has a distinctive histological
composition, specific thalamocortical and corticocortical
connections, and unique physiological and functional
characteristics [6,12,13,15,16,18– 22]. The core, belt and
parabelt areas are strikingly hierarchical in their connections and response properties, suggesting that at least
three discrete levels of processing within the auditory
region can be supported [13,15 – 20]. Studies of human
auditory anatomy and physiology, although few in number
relative to the work in macaques, reveal a similar
anatomical organization. In humans, the first transverse
gyrus of Heschl (HG) contains cytoarchitectonically
identifiable ‘core’ auditory cortex.
Functional imaging studies, using positron emission
tomography (PET) or functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI), reveal activation of HG when listening
to any type of sound when compared with silence, or
http://tins.trends.com

assumed to be cortically widely distributed) in the posterior temporal –
parietal –occipital junction (primarily in the left hemisphere). They refer
to this as a ‘ventral stream’, although it does not extend anteriorly along
the temporal lobe as in other schemes. The dorsal pathway in their
model, which comprises inferior parietal and frontal cortices, is
suggested to be important for auditory– motor integration. Binder
et al. [o] have also formulated a model of the mapping from sound to
meaning, which runs lateral and ventral to auditory cortex, with
semantic representations dependent upon inferior temporal gyrus.
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when the amount of stimulation is parametrically
manipulated [23 – 25]. Activation of HG is not specific
to speech, and the response properties of this tissue,
revealed using functional neuroimaging, are consistent with electrophysiological studies of core
regions in other animals (e.g. tonotopic gradients are
observed [26,27]).
Multiple processing ‘streams’ anterior and ventral to the
auditory cortex
Projections of belt and parabelt areas beyond the auditory
region are topographically organized. In the macaque
monkey, anterior belt and parabelt areas connect with
different regions within the anterior superior temporal
gyrus (STG) and sulcus (STS) [13,16,28], and with
multiple sites within the orbitofrontal, ventrolateral and
dorsolateral frontal cortices, including areas 46, 12 and 45
[29 –32]. A recent study in macaques provides electrophysiological evidence for an auditory-specific area in the
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Fig. 1. Regions and connections of primate and human prefrontal and auditory cortex. (a) Specialization in the frontal cortex of the primate (left) and human (right). Text
indicates area designation. Adapted from Ref. [94]. (b) Specialization in the primate temporal lobe (colour coded). Inset shows the supra-temporal plane in greater detail.
(c) The lateral aspect of human brain, showing detail of the supra-temporal plane. Adapted from Ref. [32]. (d) Auditory– frontal projections. Caudal belt and parabelt regions
and their reciprocal frontal connections are shown as red arrows and circles; rostral belt and parabelt regions and their projections are shown as pale blue arrows and
squares; and anterior temporal-lobe regions and connections are shown as dark blue arrows and triangles. Larger squares and circles represent the contributions from the
parabelt: these are greater than those of the belt. Adapted from Refs [9,40]. Abbreviations: A1, primary auditory cortex, auditory area 1; AA, anterior area; AL, anterior lateral
belt; ALA, anterior lateral area; Assoc, association cortex; CL, caudal lateral belt; CM, caudal medial belt; CP, caudal auditory parabelt; HG, Heschl’s gyrus; Ins, Insula; LA,
lateral area; LP, lateroposterior area; MA, medial area; ML, medial –lateral belt; PA, posterior area; paAlt lateral parakoniocortex; PP, planum polare; Pro, proisocortex; PT,
planum temporale; R, rostral area (core auditory cortex); RM, rostro –medial area; RP, rostral parabelt; RTL, lateral rostrotemporal auditory belt; RTM, medial rostrotemporal auditory belt; sts, superior temporal sulcus; STA, superior temporal area; STP, superior temporal plane; Tpt, temporal–parietal area; TS1, superior temporal area 1;
TS2, superior temporal area 2; TS3, superior temporal area 3.

ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, which overlaps areas 12
and 45 [33]. Another recent study [34] suggests that much
of what is referred to as area 12 in these studies is in fact
area 45; importantly, the human homologue of area 45 is
found in the inferior frontal gyrus (pars triangularis) and
is considered to be one of the architectonic constituents of
Broca’s area [35] (Fig. 1).
Functional imaging studies of the perception of speech
and other complex sounds in humans provide evidence
for a hierarchy of processing that extends outwards from
core regions, probably through the human equivalent of
belt, parabelt and beyond (Box 2). The regions immediately anterolateral to the core appear selective for
sounds with spectrotemporal structure, such as harmonic complexes and frequency-modulated sounds [36], and
broadband noise that incorporates sufficient temporal
regularity to yield a pitch percept (regular-interval
noise) [37]. Responses to amplitude-modulated noise
are also observed in this approximate location [38], as
are responses to white noise co-modulated with the
original speech signal [24,39,40]. Thus, complex spectrotemporal structure, including modulation of frequency
http://tins.trends.com

(FM) or amplitude (AM), leads to a specific pattern of
response in what is probably anterolateral belt or
parabelt [9,36,41].
Lateral to the HG on the convexity of the STG that
extends into the STS, in what could be the human
equivalent of parabelt cortex, activation is observed in
response to stimuli with the acoustic features of phonetic
cues [42] and to intelligible speech [43], as well as to
harmonic tones, frequency-modulated tones [36] and
sounds with changing spectral structure [23]. Thus,
although speech-related activation can be seen in this
area, it cannot at present be spatially distinguished from
responses to non-speech sounds with spectral detail and
variation. This could suggest a degree of parallel processing of the speech input.
Activation specific to intelligible speech is observed in
the left anterior STS at what could be, judging from the
non-human primate anatomical literature, a processing
level beyond those intrinsic to auditory cortices [43,44].
This region is multimodal, receiving projections from
auditory, visual and somatosensory cortex in primates
[28], and may be important in representing or accessing
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Box 2. Relationship between structure and function in human auditory cortex
We present the results of a meta-analysis of the peaks of activation seen
in functional imaging studies that have looked at speech and nonspeech auditory processing in the temporal cortex. The analysis was
limited to studies in which the properties of sound revealed by the
contrast could be determined relative to the baselines used and, thus, is
not a comprehensive review of functional imaging studies of language.
Fig. I shows the superior surface of the left temporal lobe in a transaxial
view, with the x and y coordinates (describing lateral –medial and
anterior –posterior positions, respectively) of the peak activities plotted
in standardized stereotaxic space. The location of the primary auditory
cortex (PAC) is indicated schematically by the black line with grey circles
at either end [a]. The coloured regions indicate a subset of the human
auditory areas identified by Rivier and Clarke [b], which were described
for the same stereotaxic space and are similar to those described by
Wallace et al. [c]. Given the appropriate provisos that these studies
compare different subjects, imaging techniques and analysis methods
(as well as the use of peaks), and the fact that the data are collapsed in the
z plane (dorsal –ventral), a pattern of activation can be seen in which a

–12

hierarchy of processing and some relation to the Rivier and Clarke [b]
auditory areas are evident – particularly for the primary and lateral
auditory areas, which run anterolateral to PAC. A study that contrasted
sound with silence (black squares) has shown activation in the core of
auditory cortex, as well as other lateral regions [d]. The contrast of
harmonically structured sounds with simple sine tones [e] (blue
squares) has shown that activation lies anterolateral to the PAC.
Responses to amplitude-varying stimuli are also seen in this anterolateral ‘parabelt’ region – the anterior lateral area (ALA) and lateral area
(LA) in humans [b,c] – both to amplitude-modulated (AM) noise over
unmodulated noise [f] and to increasing rates of speech-envelopemodulated noise [signal-correlated noise (SCN)] [g] (green squares).
Frequency-modulated (FM) tones contrasted with unchanging tones
(purple triangles) activate lateral parabelt regions [e] and also more
anterior and posterior superior temporal regions, extending down into
the superior temporal sulcus (STS). Spectrally dynamic sounds, relative
to unchanging sounds (purple circles), activate the anterolateral
parabelt and the more anterior superior temporal gyrus (STG) [d]
(including the anterior area AA [b,c]). Speech-related stimuli, such as
those with phonetic cues and features regardless of intelligibility,
activate posterior and anterior lateral superior temporal regions (pink
circles) [h], whereas intelligible speech against baselines of equal
acoustic structural complexity (red squares) activates anterior STG and
STS [h].
There is, thus, some evidence for parallel and hierarchical responses
in human auditory areas. There are peaks in ‘core’ PAC in responses to
sounds against silence; in an anterolateral region possibly comprising
belt and parabelt cortex in primates (and relating to ALA and LA auditory
areas in humans), there are responses to spectro-temporal structure in
the sound. Lateral and anterior to this there are responses to stimuli with
phonetic cues and features; intelligible speech responses lie anterior
and ventral to this, consistent with an anterior ‘what’ processing stream
for mapping from the acoustic signal onto speech. Note that there are
peak responses to sounds lying posterior to the ‘core’ PAC, in the
planum temporale and more ventrally in the STS, consistent with other
sound-related processing pathways.
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Fig. I. Peak activations of neural responses to different acoustic contrasts on
the human left dorsal temporal lobe, revealed by functional imaging. Abbreviations: A1, primary auditory cortex; AA, anterior area; LA, lateral area; PA, posterior area; STA, superior temporal area.

the meaning content of utterances. Interestingly, anatomical studies in macaques indicate that both rostral and
caudal parabelt project to most of the STS, in an overlapping fashion. Only the anteriormost STS appears to
receive projections primarily from rostral parabelt [13]. In
humans, support for a role in semantics (in accessing word
meanings or representing the lexical and semantic
http://tins.trends.com
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information) for the anterior temporal-lobe region comes
from patients with semantic dementia, who exhibit a progressive deterioration in the comprehension of single
words, with preserved syntax and object use [45]. This
disorder shows a characteristic neural profile of grey
matter loss in the left anterior temporal lobe [46,47], with
sparing of white matter tracts. The anterior temporal
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cortex is heavily interconnected with the ventrolateral
prefrontal cortex in humans, as it is in monkeys [48,49],
providing a route for frontal-lobe systems to have access to
word-meaning information. Activation in both the anterior
temporal and inferior frontal cortex is evident in functional neuroimaging studies when an active task is
performed upon the speech input [44,50], and this can be
extended to examples of explicit semantic processing of
linguistic input [51 – 53].
As the disorder of semantic dementia progresses,
atrophy is also observed posteriorly and ventrally in
the left temporal lobe, and deterioration can also be
observed on the right. Later stages of the disease thus
compromise function in what has been called the basal
language area, in the ventral temporal cortex. Functional imaging studies have shown responses to meaningful stimuli (presented via visual, auditory and tactile
modalities) in the ventral temporal cortices, consistent
with this area also being important for semantic
representations [54 – 56].
Multiple processing ‘streams’ posterior and dorsal to the
auditory cortex
The temporoparietal junction, which forms the interface
between auditory cortex and parietal and frontal systems,
is anatomically heterogenous. A recent study in humans
indicates at least four distinguishable areas on the
anterior planum temporale alone [9]. For parcellation of
the rest of this diverse region, including the posterior
planum temporale (PT), parietal operculum and lateral
superior, middle temporal and supramarginal gyri, we are
reliant upon classical cyto- and myeloarchitectonic studies
[57]. These studies suggest a further seven anatomically
distinguishable areas, at least, and the refinement available with modern histochemical techniques will probably
reveal further subdivisions within these areas. This
anatomical heterogeneity probably reflects considerable
functional specialisation. Griffiths and Warren [58] have
recently suggested a model of PT function that highlights
the anatomical and functional heterogeneity of this area.
At the anterolateral edge of the planum temporale, activation is seen in response to both speech and nonspeech
sounds with no clear differentiation [40,42,59,60] (Box 2),
whereas a left-sided region posterior to the core in the
medial PT [57] is activated during articulation, whether
the subject speaks aloud or not [40,61 – 63]. Areas of the PT
(particularly medial ones) and the parietal operculum also
appear to be recruited during the processing of sound
location and sound motion; the network can also be
demonstrated to involve more superior parietal and
conjugate frontal areas [64– 66].
Posterior belt and parabelt areas connect with the
STG and STS. The posterior STS also receives visual
afferent input [28,67]. Activation in response to sound
in the posterior STS region is not speech specific and it
shows sensitivity to structure in visual sequences [68],
as well as being involved in speech tasks that require
auditory and visual integration, such as lip reading
[69,70] and verbal fluency tasks [40]. Nonetheless, the
left posterior STS is clearly important for speech function. Studies of patients with speech comprehension
http://tins.trends.com
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deficits reveal consistent damage to the posterior STS
[71]. Lesions restricted to left posterior STS can produce conduction aphasia: a condition in which patients
can understand speech but not repeat it [72,73].
Repetition is an important aspect of speech development during both childhood and adulthood. Repetition
can exist without access to word meaning: we can
repeat non-words and foreign words (albeit constrained
by our linguistic experience). Repetition of unfamiliar
words (or non-words) probably relies on the ability to
represent a sequence of sounds over a short time
period, potentially ‘buffering’ the input; the left
posterior STS might be important in this regard [40].
The transient representation of speech sounds with
respect to producing them is a crucial aspect of the
acquisition of language; new words are generally learnt
via some overt articulation [74].
Posterior belt and parabelt areas (and the temporallobe areas to which they project, such as the STS)
connect with multiple sites within dorsolateral frontal
cortex in macaques. These include area 46 (which is
heavily implicated in working memory), area 8a (which
contains the frontal eye fields) and possibly area 6
(premotor cortex) [48]. Connections from posterior
auditory areas tend to be more dorsolateral within
prefrontal cortex than are projections from anterior
auditory areas, but there can also be convergence of
anterior and posterior auditory projections within the
frontal lobe (Fig. 1). For example, both anterior and
posterior non-primary auditory regions project to area
46, although perhaps to different subdivisions [30 – 32,48].
Both areas 46 and 8 have substantial connections with
the premotor cortex [75,76]. Belt and/or parabelt also
project to the caudate and putamen (part of the basal
ganglia) in a topographic fashion [77]. These connections could provide a substrate for an auditory – motor
system.
Production and perception of speech are very likely to
be functionally intertwined, and several models of
speech perception, positing a basis in articulatory or
gestural representations, have been formulated [78 – 81].
The motor theory of speech perception, for example,
takes the strong stance that the direct perception of
gestures underlies speech processing, with minimal
decoding of the acoustic input. More moderate positions
that emphasize auditory processing also accept that
speech perception and production are linked [82], and
this association is seen most clearly in the development
of language [83,84].
A system for observation – execution matching has
been described in primates. Ventral premotor cortex,
possibly including the primate homologue of Broca’s
area, contains neurons that discharge not only when a
monkey grasps or manipulates objects, but also when it
observes similar actions performed by others. Such
neurons are called ‘mirror neurons’ [81,85]. Furthermore, neurons in this part of the brain appear to
respond similarly to mouth actions and manual gestures, and also to respond to the sounds produced by
those manual gestures (e.g. the sound of ripping paper)
[86,87]. This could be evidence for an auditory – vocal
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(perception – production) homologue to the visual – haptic
observation – execution mirror neuron system [81,85].
Consistent with this work, recent studies in humans
have revealed that speech perception, either watching
speaking mouths or listening to speech without visual
input, enhances the excitability of motor cortex in the
left hemisphere relative to nonlinguistic baseline perceptual tasks [88,89]. Although it remains to be seen
whether this finding is truly specific to speech, it is
consistent with the idea that speech perception involves
a system that provides an excitatory input to the motor
face area, perhaps via motor (articulatory – gestural)
representations. Perhaps mirror neurons need not be
activated solely by visual input; gestures might be
represented in the acoustic signal and in stored motor
knowledge, and could be activated when processing the
incoming sound.
Concluding remarks
A functional distinction can, thus, be made between
streams of processing that extend anteriorly and
inferolaterally from primary auditory core. Anteriorly,
these involve anterior belt and parabelt, the polymodal
cortex of the anterior STS, and ventrolateral and
dorsolateral frontal cortex. Posterior routes involve
posterior auditory belt and parabelt, polymodal cortex
of the posterior STS, parietal cortex, and ventrolateral
and dorsolateral frontal cortex. We have presented
evidence that the anterior system might be important
for mapping acoustic – phonetic cues onto lexical representations, whereas the posterior system might process
articulatory – gestural representations of speech acts.
This could resolve the longstanding debate between
accounts of speech perception that favour acoustic
feature processes and those that emphasize gestural
motor processing. Motor and acoustic – phonetic representations will, typically, operate in a highly interrelated fashion; thus, the silent mouthing of a word
primes a later auditory lexical decision but not a visual
lexical decision [90]. There is also the potential for
integration with the theories of spatial processing in
audition (Box 1), as psychophysical studies indicate
that sounds can be heard only as a single vowel if they
can be grouped together by location [91].
In terms of the classical neuroanatomy of speech, this
account has the benefit of expanding the roles of Broca’s
and Wernicke’s areas as output and input systems, and
differentiating subsystems within these. Broca’s area
(comprising prefrontal and premotor cortices) is involved
in some speech processing tasks, including explicit speech
sound segmentation [92], whereas ‘Wernicke’s area’ (comprising a large and anatomically heterogenous portion of
temporal –parietal cortex) encompasses both speech recognition systems and representations involved in the output
of speech [40].
As in the visual system, therefore [93], the relationship
between a hierarchically organized perceptual system
and functionally separable processing streams can be
described in the auditory system, with a consequent
impact on the processing of human speech sounds. Speech
is processed both as a sound and as an action. Further
http://tins.trends.com
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work will determine how this affects specialisation
(including hemispheric lateralization) for speech in the
human brain.
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